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The private sector is a heterogeneous group!  

Private 
Sector 

Capital 
Providers 

Project 
Developers 

Market 
Facilitators 

Individual Investors 
Private Equity / VCs 
Hedge Funds 
Mutual Funds 
Endowments 
Pension Funds 
Insurance Companies 
Sovereign Wealth 
Funds 

Supply Chain 
Insurance Providers 
Financial Advisory/ 

Servicers 
Liquidity Providers 
Commercial Banks 

Rating Agencies 
Data Providers 

SMEs and Corporations 
Public-Private Partnerships 
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Presentation Notes
Three types of private sector actors are most relevantto public actors who are attempting to create attractiveinvestment conditions: Capital Providers, Market Facilitators,and Project Developers.C apital Providers (“Investors”): Private sector actorswho make direct investments—whether in the form ofdebt or equity—in projects. These actors include institutionalinvestors (including sovereign wealth funds,endowments, pension funds, mutual funds, insurancecompanies, hedge funds, and private equity firms),commercial banks, and corporations making internalcapital allocation decisions. Some capital providersmay also act as project developers or market facilitators.For example, a bank making direct equity investmentinto companies using its own capital may alsoprovide underwriting services to assist other companiesin raising capital from other sources.Market Facilitators: Private sector actors whoprovide critical financial services. Examples includeinsurance companies (who offer products that canreduce project and market risks), financial institutions(who provide underwriting, advisory, and other financialservices), liquidity providers (who provide shorttermloans and/or currency exchange services), ratingagencies (who evaluate a project’s ability to repay itsdebt), and data providers (providing market information).“Market Facilitators” are critical to marketcreation and growth.Project Developers: Entities (ranging from small andmedium enterprises to larger corporations) undertakingprojects and seeking financing. Project developersoften act as “Capital Providers” since they typicallyprovide a portion of a project’s financing through theirown capital contribution (also known as an “equitystake”). In the case of low-carbon development,projects can range from wind and solar installations,to energy efficiency retrofits, to biomass and waste-toenergyconversion facilities.Effective public actions should ideally address these marketneeds by considering the following:- The varying risk-return-timeframe preferences ofdifferent types of capital providers. For example,insurance companies tend to prefer investments withconsistent and long-term returns, while venture capitalistsare less sensitive to volatility and more concernedabout the future growth of their investment.- Opportunities to recycle and leverage funds amongcapital providers—that is, different parts of the capitalchain leveraging each other’s investment. For example,pension funds often invest in other capital providerslike private equity funds and hedge funds, whothen use this capital to leverage additional investment.Varying demand from project developers for differenttypes of capital (for example, equity versus debt) atdifferent stages of development, for different types ofprojects, in different sectors.- The importance of market facilitators in scalingup low-carbon markets by increasing market size,liquidity, and transparency. For example, ratingagencies, by evaluating the risks of corporate bondsand project loans, help capital providers makeinformed investment decisions.



How can the public sector target its actions? 
A  mix of policy and financial interventions 
2010 South African government initiative to source 15% of grid capacity from renewables: $50 B 

by 2020                              Estimated cost  

Domestic Actions  

Source: Adapted from Critical Mass Initiative “Scaling Up Low-Carbon Infrastructure Investments in Developing Countries” January 2011, Center for American Progress and Global Climate Network 
“Investing in Clean Energy: How to Maximize Clean Energy Deployment from International Climate Investments” November 2010 
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Presentation Notes
- A mix of policy support and direct finance can help foster attractive market conditions.  - Case study: Public interventions are designed to close the funding gap between renewable and coal in South Africa.  



What should public support do? 
         

 

 
  

• Crowd-in” “additional” private capital, that 
is leverage and not displace private capital 

• Catalyze flows at the lowest public cost 
and risk while supporting finance flows to 
priority sectors and institutions 

• Complement—through coordination other 
public and private financial flows; 

• Contribute to the longer term commercial 
viability of climate-friendly sectors. 
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Presentation Notes
Many public institutions report the ratio of every privatedollar invested, or lent, alongside its own climate changegrants, lending, equity investments, and technical assistance.Although this “leverage” ratio can be helpful totrack the flow of private capital to specific projects, it isinadequate—and sometimes even misleading—for measuringthe success of public climate finance in leveragingprivate capital. For example, a high leverage ratio maysimply indicate that the public sector is taking a high levelof investment risk or providing greater concessionality, rather than showing that public fundsare being used most efficiently to achieve climate changeobjectives. Additionally, traditional leverage ratios donot capture important public sector activities like policydevelopment and technical support, which are critical tofostering attractive investment conditions but not easilymeasured. Beyond these theoretical shortcomings, publicactors use different methodologies to calculate leverageratios, making it hard to identify best practices in mobilizingthe private sector.Developing more accurate calculation methods and ensuringconsistent reporting will be challenging tasks, but can helpensure the public sector’s long-term success inleveraging private capital to achieve environmental objectivesat the lowest cost to taxpayers.  Monitoring and evaluation of past projectswill be an especially an important ingredient to ensuring that leverage is accurately assessed



Objective of the Analysis 

• To improve understanding of how donors and 
public intermediaries use financial and other 
instruments to increase private climate 
finance flows 
– Includes a broad survey of how 32 Public 

Financing Institution’s use instruments 

– Contains a focused analysis of three financial 
intermediaries – GEF, CTF and WBG    
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Most commonly used instrument was loans across multilaterals with equity used much less frequently. 



Focused Analysis of GEF, CIF and WBG 

• Scanned 7000 projects, but focused on 218 
‘climate’ projects; of these, all but 17  addressed 
mitigation of GHGs 

• Projects have a total cost of approximately 
$60B? 

• Almost half the GEF projects (35  of 80) included 
a private sector contribution ranging from 1 to 
97 percent…WBG made contributions to 30% 
with an average contribution of 41 percent  
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Focused Analysis of GEF, CIF and WBG 

• IBRD/IDA projects with a GEF component had 
significantly greater private participation 
compared to non-GEF projects. However, 
most of these were in big emerging 
economies.  

• Analyzed 28 CTF projects; all but 2 in the 
energy sector and only about 19 had 
sufficient information    
– Total cost about $28 B/$6.8 B public finance 
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Focused Analysis of GEF, CIF and WBG 
• The WBG units vary in their ability to directly 

leverage private sector participation 
– IBRD and IDA have limited ability since their clients 

are public sector entities 

– IFC and MIGA have mandates to foster private sector 
participation, but much of their data is confidential – 
only 5 percent in ‘lower income’ countries 

– MIGA political risk guarantees of private sector debt 
could have a transformational impact in high 
sovereign risk countries, but have been used 
sparingly 
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Some Preliminary Impressions 

• Need to go beyond loans to grants and equity 
and guarantees to mitigate risks investments 

• Integrate domestic policies with robust financial  
markets with projects 

• Target grant support to markets where access to 
finance is most challenging and where it can be 
instrumental in market development 

• Capitalize the GCF in a manner that allows 
maximum flexibility to use different instruments 
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Some Preliminary Impressions 

• More can probably be done to increase 
incentives within the WBG to proactively 
consider options to increase private sector 
participation 

• Improved monitoring and data transparency is 
needed to identify and identify best practices in 
leveraging 

• Streamlining fee structures and transaction 
processing times for all products, but 
particularly non-loan, non-grant instruments 
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Final Remarks 

• Making generalized assumptions about how 
much private money can be raised through 
public funds is risky… 

• If you want to know whether, to what extent 
and how public intermediaries can use 
financial and other instruments most 
effectively to increase private climate finance  
… delve into the data!  
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